
Children Are Growing Horns on the Back of
Their Heads Due to Looking Down at Their
Smart Phones
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An Australian study showed that some people, especially teens, are suffering from ‘text
neck,’ which is muscle weakness that causes the body makes more bone on the back of the
head to compensate. The new bone spurs will be passed down to future generations through
epigenetics.
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An American surveillance drone was shot down by Iranian forces and Trump was set to
strike three sites in Iran but he reversed course after military leaders disclosed that
150 people would likely be killed. Trump wrote that it would not be a proportionate
response to downing a drone that did not have anyone on board.
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Jackson Cosko, 27, who was accused of doxxing US Senators in October 2018, during the
Kavanaugh hearing, and also threatened to leak the lawmakers’ children’s health
information if any witnesses dared go to the authorities about his criminal activities.
He pleaded guilty to five felonies in April, including making public restricted personal
information, computer fraud, witness tampering and obstruction of justice. He was
sentenced to four years in prison, and the judge said that the sentence was intended to
signal that politically driven criminal harassment will be punished severely.

In October 2018, during the senate hearings for Judge Brett Kavanaugh,  Capitol Police
arrested 27-year-old Jackson Cosko of DC for “allegedly posting private, identifying
information (doxxing) about one or more United States Senators.”

Accused ‘doxxer’ 27-year-old Jackson Cosko also threatened to leak Republican Senators’
children’s health information if any witnesses dared go to the authorities about his
criminal activities.

Magistrate Judge Deborah Robinson ordered 27-year-old Jackson Cosko of D.C. to continue
to be held without bond.

Read full article here…
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